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THE POWER OF A PREFRAME 
 
“Framing” is all about managing perception, and a Preframe applies to 
perceptions that have not yet been formed. In other words, a Preframe prepares 
people in advance for a new experience, like offering them a ready made 
container in which to store the experience they are about to have.  
 
As a very simple example, let’s say your friend was on his way to see a new 
movie that you had just seen last weekend. If you say “Oh, you’ll really enjoy it. I 
saw that movie last weekend and it was really great!”, your friend will walk into 
the movie expecting to enjoy it. If instead, you say “That movie stunk. I saw it last 
weekend and wish I hadn’t wasted the money.”, your friend will expect to be 
disappointed. In essence, you have Written on his Walls about the movie, so 
when he watches it, he will be comparing the experience to the Writing you have 
placed there before he sat down.  
 
Setting the stage for someone’s experience, or Preframing, is something we do 
with people all day long.  
 
When the parent says to the child “If I ever catch you on the other side of that 
street, you’ll be grounded for the rest of your life.” the child has been Preframed 
about the experience called “crossing the street”. 
 
When the husband comes home excited and says  “Honey, I have great news…” 
the wife gets excited, too, even before she knows why. 
 
When the doctor calls and says “I have some difficult news…” we automatically 
prepare for something painful. 
 
These are all Preframes, whether we create them on purpose or not. They can 
work for us or against us as we try to get a point across, but the reality is, the 
quality of your Preframe can be extremely powerful.  
 
Consider this example. When a teenager comes home with bad grades, there 
are a couple of ways to break it to the parents. He might say “I got my report card 
today and it doesn’t look very good.” OR he could say “Hey, guess what! I’ve 
gotten so good at basketball that I could go to college on a scholarship…even if 
my grades aren’t so good.” 
 
Notice that with the first Preframe, the teenager has prepared his parents to be 
disappointed in him, while the second prepares them to be proud of him, 
regardless of the shortcoming they are about to discover. It provides a positive 
perspective that the parents may not have seen on their own, it helps the 
teenager deliver the news more gracefully, and we can probably assume that it 
was designed on purpose. Of course the parents are still free to choose their own 
reaction, but with a good Preframe they are more likely to keep a positive spirit. 
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Preframes are not always about delivering good news or bad news. If someone 
is about to experience something for the first time, they might approach it with 
hesitation or anxiety unless they know what to expect. Remember, we all consult 
the Writing on our Walls before taking the next step in any situation. If we don’t 
find information to use as a reference, then moving forward will feel 
uncomfortable.  
 
For example, if you go to a ranch and see a pig for the first time, you might be 
apprehensive about petting it because you don’t know what to expect. However, 
when the ranch hand comes up beside you and says “His name is Oscar and he 
likes a stroke on his back, but his hair is a little rough.”, you might be more 
inclined to reach over and pet the pig. All you needed was a little more 
information about what might happen if you touched the pig, and suddenly, you 
were ready to make a new animal friend. By adding that Writing to your Walls, 
the ranch hand “preframed” your experience, and increased your level of comfort 
with the “unknown” pig.  
 
PREFRAMES with EFT 
 
Whether you’re aware of it or not, your initial conversation with an EFT client is 
also a Preframe, because it will set the stage for whatever comes next in the 
session. The EFT process will present a variety of unknowns that may be 
uncomfortable for them without a little more information, so it is very helpful to 
prepare them properly. 
 
Your opening comments might give some background on EFT, describe how 
energy meridians work, and explain your fees and policies. In this process, you 
have probably found that delivering your opening comments in one way might 
work better than others, and this takes some trial and error. If so, you have 
already been designing your Preframe. 
 
Many people have been conditioned by traditional therapy or traditional medicine, 
and they are prepared for a particular process, or to see results in a particular 
way. They might expect that each ailment has its own individual treatment, or 
that the treatment only works if they see results immediately. They usually DO 
NOT expect that an emotional upset from the age of 6 will affect their insomnia, 
or that their symptoms might still be present on some level until you address 
issues from junior high and/or their first marriage. They also do not automatically 
understand the connections between tapping, energy meridians, and emotional 
issues, nor do they recognize how any of these could relate to the pain in their 
neck.  
 
As an EFT Practitioner, you have probably been interested in therapy or 
alternative healing for some time, and you may have spent years reading books, 
going to healers or practicing some other method. Eventually, something like 
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EFT will make perfect sense to you, and you may forget how it felt in the 
beginning of your process when you may have been more apprehensive.  While 
some clients will come with an interest in alternative methods and be prepared 
for some of the “unusual” elements of EFT, almost all clients will need some 
Preframing on one element or another.  
 
The most obvious opportunities for a good Preframe are in regard to energy 
healing in general, like explaining how energy meridians can be disrupted and 
how that relates to emotional issues, or how unresolved emotional issues can 
produce physical symptoms. However, one of the biggest challenges in a 
successful EFT practice is to help your clients recognize the progress they have 
made. There are three factors working against this.  
 

• The changes can be very subtle, especially on longer term issues. 
• The changes can appear to be unrelated to the focus of the EFT 

sessions. 
• The changes can be so dramatic that they may credit some other 

reason for the change. 
 
The education a client needs to bridge that gap might be substantial, so you may 
want to start with a Preframe on the basic concepts and add in more elements as 
you go. Often, clients aren’t ready for all of the information at once, so it will likely 
be an ongoing process, and you may need to repeat yourself a few times. 
 
Below we have provided some of the most common points that can be 
addressed with a good Preframe. Feel free to develop your own style and adjust 
your comments with each client.  
 

Understanding Energy Disruption: Explain the connection between 
emotions and disrupted energy with examples like sweating when we’re 
nervous, heart pumping when we’re scared, and tears when we’re sad. 
Use the TV/screwdriver metaphor from the EFT Manual* to help them 
understand what EFT can do for those feelings.  
 

This discussion will provide credibility for the EFT premise and prepare 
them to notice their own energy disruptions. 
 

*The EFT Manual is included on CD in the EFT Foundational Library. 
 
Understanding Specific Events: Explain that EFT works on the premise 
that unresolved emotional issues are underlying their current discomfort, 
so you will be looking for specific events. Help them understand that the 
energy disruption from a previous unresolved event can affect how they 
experience all subsequent events, so it is most effective to go as far back 
as possible. 
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This will help them understand why you are asking so many probing 
questions instead of healing their headache in a manner  they were 
expecting. 
 
Minimizing Pain: Explain that you can use techniques to minimize their 
emotional pain, and that they don’t even have to discuss or experience the 
event to correct the related disruption.  
 

This will add to their comfort level in answering all of those unexpected 
probing questions.  
 
How Long will it Take?: Use the Tabletop and Table Legs metaphor* to 
explain Core Issues and the Generalization Effect. Be sure they realize 
that it may take a few sessions to find the big one(s), but they can expect 
progress along the way. You may choose to ask for five sessions at first 
just to be safe. If you resolve their issue in fewer sessions then you have 
over-delivered on your promise, and that is always good for business. 
Further, they may choose to devote the additional sessions to addressing 
more issues. 
 

The EFT process isn’t always predictable, and the results aren’t always in 
the form we expect, so preparing your clients for a longer journey will keep 
them from becoming impatient.  
 

*Tabletop and Table Legs are taught in the Intermediate Tutorial #5, The Anatomy of an 
Emotional Issue 
 
Understanding Side Effects: Be sure they understand the side effects of 
removing the emotional layers, and the potential for distress between 
sessions. Do your best to help them recognize that if they do become 
distressed, it is likely an important aspect or event coming to the surface. 
Although it may be uncomfortable, it is usually good news, and the best 
thing to do is to tap until it subsides. Most importantly, provide instructions 
for them to follow in case of distress, including your phone number. 
 

When someone experiences unexpected negative side effects, it will 
shake their confidence in your work. However, if they know what to expect 
in advance, then it doesn’t surprise them, and they can more easily rely on 
your expertise. 

  
Inventory of Discomforts: Conduct a thorough inventory of physical 
symptoms and emotional intensities before the first session and write 
them all down with their corresponding 0-10 levels. You can call it their 
Wish List, and as you address unresolved emotional issues one by one, 
you can help them cross the items off. Be sure to evaluate the items on 
the list at the beginning of each session and be prepared to address any 
items that have become worse.  
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Again, a great tool in helping them see their progress, even though they 
may have expected results in a different way. Also, if you begin with a long 
list of discomforts your client will have more options for reporting progress. 
 
What results can they expect?: Give them examples of the results you 
hope to see. First and foremost you should expect that the emotional relief 
gained on any specific event should hold, unless new aspects arise, and 
you should keep checking those intensities until they are indeed resolved.  
Otherwise, a reduction in physical pain will be easy for them to 
understand, but be sure they are prepared to notice a change in their 
interaction with other people at home, in the office, or maybe even in 
traffic. ☺ They can also look for better sleep, more patience, less anxiety 
or any other behavioral change. 
 

If they understand all of the previous points, they should be ready to notice 
their own results. If they don’t, you can always start your next session with 
some questions to help them evaluate their progress.  

  
By covering all of these topics in your initial conversation, hopefully you have 
accomplished the following: 
 

• Your client will be comfortable sharing events from their past 
because they understand the potential connection between those 
events and their current complaints. 

• Your client will be able to recognize results as they happen, and will 
be prepared to come back for more sessions. 

• Your client will not be surprised by side effects and consequently 
blame you for being unqualified or unethical. Even better, they may 
take advantage of the opportunity and thank you for opening it up. 

• Ultimately, this will allow your client the most potential for complete 
satisfaction with your service, and will probably lead to referrals.  

 
You will want to take the opportunity at the end of each session to summarize the 
results for your client, and again prepare them to notice the subtle signs of 
progress between sessions. When they come back for their next session, ask 
questions about what they noticed, and check in on the major pieces from the 
previous session before you move on to new work.   
 
Feel free to repeat any element of your Preframes that may not have landed the 
first time, because this is a lot for some people to absorb. There is an art to 
delivering the appropriate information at the right times so your client can learn 
as much as possible about the process. 
 
The ultimate goal is thorough communication between you and your client, and 
an accurate account of the progress you have made together. 
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Introducing EFT to skeptics 
 
For helpful tips on introducing EFT to skeptics, please review the article at this 
link:  http://www.emofree.com/tutorial/tutor-bridges.htm 
 
 


